PRESS RELEASE

BTI Announces HD Handle with
new sizes and improved
corrosion resistance
Park Hills, Missouri, July 9, 2015 — Bulk
Tank Inc. (BTI), headquartered in Park
Hills, Missouri, announced today an
addition and upgrade to their HD
Handle line.
Corrosion has been a long-standing
problem with handles in the
pneumatic tank trailer industry. BTI has
made a big step in helping to reduce
this problem with the newest version of their HD Handle. Replacing the trigger with a
composite trigger they have stopped the corrosion build up between the trigger and the
stainless steel pivot pin. This offers effortless operation while opening and closing the valve.
In addition to the corrosion resistant composite trigger, BTI now offers their HD Handle in a
shorter Straight HD Handle version for 2”, 3”, and 4” airline valves for pneumatic tank trailers
with tight locations. Both the long Curved HD and short Straight HD handles are available
with a cathodic epoxy coating, which creates a virtually corrosive free environment. Both HD
Handles also utilizes a stainless steel trigger tip, which significantly reduces wear and virtually
eliminates breaking while skating the handle along the throttle plate.
The angled design of BTI’s Curved HD Handle allows plenty of space between the valve and
the operator’s knuckles. The lengthened handle and ergonomically curved design provides
more room for the operator to apply the leverage necessary to easily open or close any valve.
Even though the innovative design of BTI’s HD Handles far exceeds any existing model, the
cost compares with traditional handles. Driver friendly, competitively priced, and longer
lasting - ¬BTI once again raises the bar on an industry standard. As with all of its products, BTI
unconditionally guarantees this handle will outperform any similar products on the market
today. For more information call, 1-800-841-5524 (573-518-0600) or visit
www.bulktankinc.com.
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